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1. Why Emergence?  

Make no mistake; emergence matters. If there are  higher - level  

emergent properties, capable of downward causal influence, 

then i t matters for how we relate to the world. It justifies  th e 

thought that you could intervene on factors such as s tress  in 

order to produce, through downward causal influence, desired 

changes at lower levels.  

There is plenty of evidence of emergence in a  variety of s ciences  

and not just medicine (Ellis et al. 2012). Molecules are not the  

sort of thing we can intervene upon, except in  specia l  

laboratory conditions, but it seems that we can interact w ith 

macro-level phenomena and thereby change the pos i tio n o f  

an assemblage of molecules.  

That i s just the practice, however. The problem has always  b een  

how i t works in theory, and how i t does so without w reaking  

havoc upon a fairly successful way of understanding the world. 

There i s  an idea that a l l  other sciences  rest on, and are 

ul timately expla ined in terms  of, fundamental  phys ics . 

Emergentism is at odds with this because i t tell s  us  th at th e 

bottom level isn’t everything.  

A key task is to understand exactly what is being asserted  b y th e 

emergentist, and which is thus denied by the reductionist.  

We accept the objection from bruteness (e.g. Strawson 2008: 65) . 

There has to be some intelligible sense in  w hich e m ergent 

phenomenon, E, emerges from its base-level phenomenon, B , 

rather than from anything else; or that E is just f ree f l oatin g 

(as  in forms of substance dualism). The emergence of E cannot 

be just a brute fact. 

2. Weak and Strong Emergence 

In particular, we need to understand strong em ergence ,  w h ere 

something genuinely novel emerges in nature. What does that 

mean? What is novelty and how is it generated?  

Weak or epistemic emergence is where the emergent phenomena 

are said to be s urprising, inexplicable or unpredictable (e .g. 

Bedau 1997, Chalmers 2006, Wi lson 2016). We will be looking  

for an account of s trong emergence, so that account w i l l n o t 

concern our states of knowledge or ignorance. 

Here are some of the most significant cases of  a l leged  ( s trong)  

emergence for philosophy:  

 

• Li fe emerging from lifeless components 

• Mind emerging from mindless components 

• Meaning emerging from meaningless components 

• Free agency emerging from nomologica l ly constra ined 

components 

• Social phenomena emerging from individual components 

 

These all seem prima facie like cases of s trong  e mergen ce; b ut 

that may be mere illusion. We n eed a n acco unt o f  s trong  

emergence that would tell us what conditions have to be m et 

in order for any of these to count as genuinely emergent.  

Emergent phenomena are typically understood to be higher level  

than that from which they emerge. The notions of  re latively 

higher- and lower-level p hen om ena can b e o u tl in ed in  a  

metaphys ica l ly innocuous  way in terms  of part-whole 

compos ition. If one set of phenomena jointly composes  

another phenomenon, then it is lower level than it.  

There are other challenges, such as the two set by Kim (2006): 

i. Emergence is  defined in terms  of what i t i s  not (E i s  not 

reducible to B). Consequently, being emergent is not a unitary 

or homogeneous relation.  

ii. Can we show that emergent phenomena are not 

epiphenomenal? Speci fica l ly, how can we expla in their 

downward action without violating the principle of the causal  

closure of the physical?  

Consequently, we aim to give an account of  s tron g e m ergence 

that i s s tated in positive terms, to address i. It concerns  w hat 

must (positively) happen in order for a  phenomenon to cou nt 

as  emergent, instead of what must not be the case (absen ce 

of reduction).  

Once we have given our positive account, we will add ress  Ki m’s  

second chal lenge and expla in why, in our view, s trong 

emergence need not automatically violate a  principle o f th e 

causal closure of the physical. We argue, instead, h o weve r, 

that i t does violate the causal closure of the micro-physical or, 

you could say, causal closure of the basal level. But that, as we 

wi l l show, i s a different matter. 

3. Emergent Causal Powers 

We assume that particulars have causal powers o r d isp os i tio ns  

(Mumford & Anjum 2011) and that properties are clusters  o f  

powers (Shoemaker 1980). Because they can be parts of larger 

particulars , these powers  sometimes  compose to make 

resultant powers. We can say that the powers of th e w h oles 

wi l l be higher level than the powers of the parts of which they 

are composed.  

It wi l l be useful first to understand cases of th e co mp os itio n o f  

powers that fall short of em ergence. No t a l l  h igher - level  

powers will be emergent, by our lights, because they might fail 

to provide any genuine novelty.  

There is a  simple idea that we want to exploit in  u nderstan din g 

what i s meant by emergent: that emergent phenom ena are  

those where wholes have powers that are not possessed by 

their parts. A potential problem with this idea is articulating i t  

in a  way that makes emergence a n o n tologica l ly s erio us  

notion, and avoids i t becoming ubiquitous.  



We start by giving some examples (van Gulick 2001) that are  to o 

weak to count as strong ontological emergence. But the cases 

wi l l get progressively more significant until we arrive  at o u r 

own view, which does count as s trong ontological emergence. 

A. Mere composition 

Composition alone – what we will call mere composition – gives us 

only a  weak form of emergence. If one added two parts  

together to form a whole, where the first weighed 4kg and the 

second weighed 6kg, then the whole would have a  

property/power, of weighing 10kg, that none of the parts had. 

This  is not emergence. A mere addition of powers (Wimsatt 1996 

cases), as we have here, does not adequately satisfy th e p re -

theoretical requirement of novelty for emergence. 

 

Figure 1: linear composition of powers represented as vectors 

B. Nonlinear composition 

There might be cases where the pow ers  o f th e  w hole a re n ot 

mere aggregates of the powers of the parts. The firs t sort o f  

case i s a nonlinear composition of the powers  o f  th e p arts . 

Nonl inearity was for a time seen as a  key idea in  em ergence 

(Wi lson 2013).  

But even i f va lues compose in a nonlinear way, this still d o es n o t  

deserve the mantle of s trong emergen ce. We d o n o t h ave 

emergence of a  new property here: the composition alters the 

degree of power only rather than emergence of a new power.  

 

Figure 2: nonlinear composition 

 

 

 

C. New properties 

Van Gulick also discusses modest kind emergence. This  i s  w here  

the whole has some quality that is different in kind  f ro m th e 

qualities of the parts. E.g. where something is coloured e ven  

though its parts are not, or a table top is  square th o ugh i ts  

parts  are two triangles (Martin 2008: 51).  

This  also allows too much to count as emergent. Com p os ition  i s  

merely aggregation along with the appropriate re latedness , 

which we think i s  s ti l l  not s trong enough. What the 

emergentist needs is that the emergent properties  are  o f a  

radically di fferent kind from those of the base properties.  

D. The causal-transformative model 

We advocate a causal-transformative  m od el  o f e mergen ce in 

which some powers  emerge only from the powers  of the 

components interacting, and being changed b y th e ir ca usa l 

participation in the whole. There must be at least a qualitative 

change of the parts in vi rtue of having entered into a whole.  

E.g. 1: chemica l  bonding involves  qual i tative changes  in the 

elements which enter into the bonding. In formin g a  w hole, 

the parts have to undergo change, as in the formation of H2O. 

Water has  a  power to put out fi res , but nei ther of the 

components of water can put out fi res.   

E.g. 2: quantum entanglement. When two particles are entangled, 

they effectively form a causally connected s ingle unit in which 

the numerical identity of the parts has been lost.  

It i s  clear that modest kind emergence does  not meet this  

s tandard. The two triangular parts do not change in vi rtu e o f 

forming a  square. Indeed, they might n ot m ak e a  s quare i f 

they did undergo change.  

Emergent powers of wholes cannot th en b e m e re aggre gates  

because the parts themselves change, los ing  at l east th eir 

qualitative identity, in order to enter into that whole. And it i s  

thus  by a  power entering into a  relation with another th at a  

new, holistic power emerges.  

The causal transformative account gives u s  s tro ng  o ntolo gica l  

emergence in a  perfectly naturalistic way, without resorting to 

any deus ex machina ‘magical’ or ‘spooky’ d e vice .  I t  d i ffers  

from other causal accounts (O’Connor & Wong 2005). 

4. Simultaneity of cause and effect 

The issues  of emergence vs  reductionism and top-down vs  

bottom-up causation traditionally have been separated.  

Emergence or reduction is seen as a matter of constitution, which  

i s  a  synchronous relation: what consti tutes  and what i s  

constituted must exist at the same time. 

Issues of causation are typically understood as diachronic as  th ey 

are purported to involve a  temporal asymmetry: causes occu r 

before their effects, i t is said. It is thus alleged that you cannot 

give a  causal account of ‘horizontal’ emergence (Gillett 2002). 

However, there i s  a  weight of argument for understanding 

causation as a  matter of synchronicity too: see Aristotle, Kant. 

The floor might fi rs t get wet and then, only later, does  

someone slip on it. Yet the causing of someone slipping  o nly 
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occurs  at the time that someone is in contact w ith  th e w et 

surface. 

Do we then have two different inter-level relations that ca n h old  

synchronous ly: consti tution and causation? Or do they 

amount to the same? We wi l l  see that they are closely 

connected as we understand emergence as a  specia l  case o f   

bottom-up causation in which phenomena are cre ated th at 

are capable of top-down causing or “demerging”.  

This  reconceptualises the discussion. Usually, emergence is closely 

a l l ied with top-down causation. We say i t creates  the 

possibility of top-down, but i t is actually a s  sp ecia l  fo rm o f  

bottom-up, where, through a  causal transformation, the base 

creates radically new kinds of higher-level powers.  

5. Top-down Causation: Demergence 

If there are higher-level and emergent phenomena of the sort w e  

have described, i t creates  the poss ibi l i ty of top -down or 

downward causation.  

This  is where a change or intervention at a higher level produces a  

change at a lower level. Reductionists who accept that nature  

i s  s tratified into levels will think that all causation is  b ottom -

up, for instance that biochemistry i s directly respo ns ible fo r 

feel ings  of s tress . It i s  clear that our account i s  anti -

reductionist: it i s holist i nsofar a s  w holes  h ave d i f fere nt 

powers from their parts. 

What i s needed is that the causal powers that have emerged then 

have autonomy from the parts; from their emergent base. E.g. 

a  l iving organism has a power to self-susta in, fo r i nstan ce, 

involving the regeneration of living cells when o ld o nes  d ie, 

fuelled by the high-level behaviour of taking  in  n utri tion. A 

des ire to eat i s the emergent power that crucially i s exercised  

in the case: for i t is a  power, the exercise of which  i s  able to  

ensure the continued functioning of the whole through 

changes in and replacement of the parts.  

6. Advantages of this account  

There are advantages of our account. We mention five: 

Fi rs t, it does not contain any epistemic element. Indeed, the 

causal-transformative account is consistent with the facts  o f 

emergence, in i ts particular cases, being entirely scientifica l ly 

accessible (e.g. Ca irns-Smith 1985 on the origin of life). Hence, 

we could know how E emerges from B by understanding h o w 

the component parts of B relate causally in order to p ro duce 

E. This very clearly distinguishes strong emergence from weak. 

And, in focussing on lack of explanation or prediction o f  th e 

emergent phenomena, weak emergentists get it wrong. 

Second, unlike the subset view (Wilson 1999, 2016), w e  p ro vi de 

an ontological account of the alleged novelty of  e m ergence. 

The emergent feature has different powers  f ro m th e b ase. 

With the subset view, the emergent feature has fewer powers 

than the base because they are a mere subset of them.  

Third, a  more credible account of the causal autonomy of the 

emergent i s  provided. Claims of the autonomy of E within th e 

subset view can be questioned, for example. Instead, we posit 

some power in E that wasn’t among the powers in B – the new 

emergent powers  – and thereby we provide a  s tronger 

account of autonomy and holism. 

Fourth, our characterisation of emergence is a positive one, in 

answer to Kim’s first challenge. In Kim’s account, a  property E 

i s  emergent when it depends upon but is not reducible to  B . 

We provide positive conditions for what must happen to  E i n 

order for i t to count as emergent: through their in teractio n, 

the parts  undergo a  change from which the whole they 

compose has a new power.  

Fi fth, this is a serviceable conception of emergence. It i s  nei ther 

too easy for phenomena to count as  emergent nor too 

di fficult. Not everything counts as  em ergent b ut n o r d oes  

nothing. The account applies to the s orts  o f  cases  w e p re -

theoretically expect to be emergent and not to others. 

7. Causal closure 

Now to the second challenge that Kim raised against emergence. 

It i s  widely acknowledged that any theory that allows  s tron g 

emergence has to respond to this problem, w hich  co ncerns  

the a lleged causal closure of the physical.  

Emergent phenomena seemingly threaten this view. Suppose E i s  

emergently dependent on B . I f  E  i s  su pposed to  b e  able, 

through downward action, to cause B*, then th e b ase level  

cannot be causally closed.  

The issue seems especially urgent when i t is mental states that are 

a l leged to emerge from physical states. For here, i t is said, the 

causal closure of the physical is under attack if mental  s tates  

are capable of downward causal action.  

Given this problem, it seems that the emergentist must either:  

a ) provide a  good reason why causal closure is to be rejected, or 

b) show that her account of emergence does not violate causa l  

closure. 

Option a) is sometimes depicted as a rejection of physicalism, thus 

a  non-starter. It is partly so as to avoid this that Wilson (2016)  

offers  the subset vi ew, which i s a form o f re sponse b ) . Th e 

powers of E are a subset of those of B, hence there i s a sense 

in which both E and B can be causes of B*. This allows that a n 

effect i s systematically overdetermined by E and B but without 

violating the principle of causal closure.  

We are going to say that physicalism is not th e p roblem , h ere, 

even though we offer a  type-a) response: that causal cl osure 

should be rejected.  

In the first place, we insist that e mergence i s  n ot a  th reat to  

phys ica l i sm, nor vice versa. There i s  no reason why the 

emergent phenomena, in our account, are not also p h ys ica l .  

We offered the example of l ife emerging from lifeless  parts ,  

but that in no way suggests that organisms are not p hys ica l .  

They are just higher-level, and emergent, physical things.  

The causal closure of the physical looks to be a t ri sk, h o weve r, 

when we concentrate overly on the mind-body problem, a nd 

assume a sharp division between the mental and the physical: 

a  division perhaps supported by the acceptance of the mental  

as  emergent. But the case skews the debate. We allow that i t  

could be perfectly explicable how E emerges  f ro m i ts  b ase. 



And in other cases, there need be no automatic assum ption 

that the existence of E threatens physicalism.   

What really seems to be the issue, then, is the causal  closure  of  

the basal level. One can contest that without challeng ing th e 

truth of phys ica l i sm. Our account i s  a  threat to micro-

phys ica l i sm, i f that i s  the view that the only s igni ficant 

causation occurs within a micro-physical level. We do i ndeed 

deny the causal closure of the basal, but we have  exp lained  

why and shown in what way we do so.  

Only a  committed reductionist has to defend the causal closure of 

the basal, and putting i t in these terms allows us to q uestion 

what good evidence there would be for such a reductionism.  

Hence, if we decide in favour of emergentism, it makes n o  sense 

to ra ise the i ssue of causal closure a s  i f  i t  i s  a  su bseq uent 

objection to that view. The reasons for allowing higher - level  

phenomena will have already been considered. 

It should a lso be noted that our emergentism still gives a  specia l  

place to the base level. It is from th e b ase p rop erties th at 

higher-level properties emerge – they are causally dependent 

on them – as long as they enter into the ‘right’ causal relations 

with each other. So i t i s  cons is tent with the idea that 

everything is ontologically dependent in some sense on micro-

phys ical entities (see Paoletti 2016).  

However, emergent powers can actually affect what there is in the 

base, effectively making new B-level  p heno mena, s uch a s  

when scientists intentionally synthesise new e lemen ts , l ik e 

ununoctium, that do not naturally occur.  

Because we have a causal-dispositional-transformative account of 

emergence, E-phenomena are not solely dependent on micro-

phys ica l  enti ties  s ince E a lso depends  on them being 

appropriately related such that th ey b eco me a  success fu l  

mutual manifestation partnership.  

In our account, this means that the basal level i s in turn changed. 

When the base elements enter into those ca usal  re latio ns , 

they transform such that sometimes they ca n  n o l onger b e 

treated as the underlying elements or units.  

The higher-level whole now has to b e u ndersto od as  th e u nit 

because i t makes  no sense to disaggregate i t into i ts  

components. They have been altered, as we see with quantum 

entanglement and other cases.  

We contend, therefore, that it does m ak e sense to  re ject th e 

causal closure of the basal level. 

8. Conclusions 

Our a im was  to provide a  credible account of what s trong 

emergence could be. We believe we have succeeded i n th at 

a im, including by showing that  

 the account of emergence does  not depend on our 

epistemic s tates,  

 i t can have a positive characterisation,  

 i t captures the sense of novelty that is associated w ith 

the notion of emergence,  

 prima facie cases of emergence could be accounted for,  

 there i s no automatic threat to p h ys ica l i sm f ro m  o ur 

causal transformative emergence.  

What emergence does threaten is the causal closure of the b asa l 

level , but that rea l ly i s  no surprise from a  theory of 

emergence. 

One cannot, therefore, take wholes as aggregates of parts in that 

their dispositions to behave will not be the mere ad ditio n o f  

the dispositions of their parts. Entities in our ontolo gy m u st, 

therefore, be given an appropriate-level consideration. 
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